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Test 1 Numberphile - Euromath

Oct 5, 2012 - What is the corresponding perfect number? (note that this number is far too big for your calculator). II. About your videos. 1. Write the following ... 
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Test 1 I.



Numberphile



About the new video



1. a) b) c) d)



What is a prime number? Give the list of the first 10 primes. Why is 63 not a prime number? What is the “special reason” for 1 not being a prime number?



2. a) What is a Mersenne prime? b) How many Mersenne primes are currently known? c) Who was Marin Mersenne? d) The number 8191 is a prime number (you don’t need to check this). Is 8191 also a Mersenne prime? Marin Mersenne (1588–1648)



3. a) Why is 28 called a perfect number ? b) It turns out that the number 2, 305, 843, 009, 213, 693, 951 = 261 − 1 is a Mersenne prime (please do not check this either!). What is the corresponding perfect number? (note that this number is far too big for your calculator)



II.



About your videos



1. Write the following operations in words : 42 − 14 = 112 ÷ 4



;



92 + 53 = 206.



(example: in words, 5 + 2 = 7 is written ‘five plus two [. . . ] seven’) 2. a) Write the following number in words : 25 × 3. b) Is the result even or odd? Explain briefly why. 3. a) Give the name and definition of the set of numbers . b) What can you say about the decimal expansion of an element of
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Test Anagram - Euromath 

Read the following document and answer the questions. æŒ¾ æ›¼. An anagram is the result of rearranging the letters of a word or phrase. Â½ to produce a new ...
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Nature's number Lesson 1 - Euromath 

Use the definition of the Golden Ratio to find an equation depending only on Ð¶ ... b) Is this equation a quadratic equation , as Robin Wilson seems to say ?
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Syllogisms - Euromath 

Student are handed out cards with one sentence, part of a syllogism, ... All equilateral triangles have angles of 60â—¦. The triangle ABC has an angle of 60â—¦.
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Numbers - Euromath 

The set of real numbers is made of all the numbers we know in year 11. â„� denotes ... If the first digit to be discarded is les than 5, leave the last digit unaltered. o.
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I'm a philosopher - Euromath 

In the sixth century B.C., Pythagoras of Samos was one of the most influential and yet ... responsible for the first golden age of mathematics. ... He gained his mathematical skills on his travels throughout the ancient world, he. 14 gathered many ma
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Devoir Ã  la maison n 1 - Euromath 

Lesson 10: Designing a Game. â€¢. Lesson 11: Creating ... file:///C:/Program%20Files/Scratch/Help/en/ScratchGettingStartedv14.pdf. 2 ... You will have to present your project to the class and also to post it on the website of the MIT with some.
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Functions definition - Euromath 

(C). (D). David. 3. Alice girl. 10. 4. Tom boy. 16. 5. Falguni. 6. Sasha. 18. 8. 9. Exercise 2: A person's age is a function of the person. David. The set of elements.
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Napier's Logarithms - Euromath 

One of them was Johannes Kepler. His academic ... These are the values computed by Kepler: ... What kind of relationship can you conjecture between x and y?
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Mathematics vocabulary with phonetics - Euromath 

box of colors b6ks @v k2l@z boite de peinture brace ..... trombone parabola p@ rÃ¦b@l@ parabole parallel pÃ¦r@lel parall`ele parallelogram pÃ¦rÃ¦ lel@grÃ¦m.
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Nothing really matters - Euromath 

Listen to the first extract from Simon Singh's radio programme, fill in the gaps, and then answer the questions in your notebook. So, where does the history of ...
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English Test#1 Exercise 1 

Exercise2: Miriam owns her own catering firm. She's just been hired to cater a wedding for 75 guests. Her standard lasagna recipe serves 10 guests and uses 3.
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The absolute proof! - Euromath 

forward to explain a physical phenomenon. If observations ... of physicists overturning or, at the very least, refining the theory of their predecessors. The modern ...
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English Test 1 

There are about 23.5 (twenty-three point five) million inhabitants in. Australia. ... Monnaie: US Dollar (USD) / Dirigeant: Donald Trump ... Vocabulary. A map.
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Statistics All about London - Euromath 

In state schools the following subjects are compulsory : English, mathematics, ... drama, business studies, food technology, geography, history, media studies, re ...
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English Test 1 

English Test 1 ... 4. There are 3 million inhabitants in Canberra. Wrong. There are 375,000 (three ... Superficie: 9 629 048 kmÂ² / Capitale: Washington D. C. / Plus.
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Table of a calculator - Euromath 

Vocabulary : graphing calculator â€“ to evaluate a function at x=... - Home screen â€“ function editor - key - to input an expression - table of values â€“ variable ...
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ModÃ¨le DNL LHG - Euromath 

For example, 63 is a multiple of 9 because 63=9Ã—7. (m=63;n=9;k=7) .... Highest Common Factor (HCF) and Lowest Common Multiple (LCM). Û� Problem 8 ...
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Statistics vocabulary and diagrams - Euromath 

Vocabulary and diagrams. Vocabulary: continuous â€“ bar graph - class - data â€“ discrete â€“ frequency â€“ frequency table â€“ pie chart â€“ population - qualitative ...
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The art of concealment Lesson 3 - Euromath 

The great mathematician Al-Kindi made the apparently innocuous observation ... Al-KindiÂ³s code-breaking technique is most easily explained by imagining. Â½.
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How to say numbers in English - Euromath 

practise. Then, they turn by turn stand up in front of the class and read the numbers out loud. ... Use http ://google.co.ukand http ://en.wikipedia.organd any other.
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Introduction to logic Lesson 7 - Euromath 

Consider the following three propositions : â€¢ P1 : Â« x +2=2+ x Â». ... In the following questions, does P imply Q ? Q imply P ? : 1. P : Â« n is a prime number Â» ; Q : Â« n ...
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The Game of Life Lesson 2 - Euromath 

The game starts with a set of living cells, the initial state. Each cell ... To familiarize with these rules, we will first work on some initial states by hand . Then we will ...
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Those Incredible Greeks! Part1: Thales - Euromath 

around 600 B.C. Although very little is known for certain about Thales, we can say he was the ... employs in its proof the prior fact (or theorem) that vertical angles are equal. Have we made any ... Fermat's Enigma, by Simon Singh. The Saga of ...
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Can I find a trick?... - Euromath 

In the second extract, Simon Singh interviews the mathematician Robin Wilson, and asks him how the Greeks managed to find out more about the decimals of .
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